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OBFUSCATION OF EMAIL ADDRESSES 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] The present application is a continuation of U.S. 
patent application Ser . No. 17 / 247,535 , filed Dec. 15 , 2020 , 
which is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 
16 / 432,167 , filed Jun . 5 , 2019 , now U.S. Pat . No. 10,897 , 
454 , issued Jan. 19 , 2021 , which is a continuation of U.S. 
patent application Ser . No. 15 / 664,605 , filed Jul . 31 , 2017 , 
now U.S. Pat . No. 10,356,051 , issued Jul . 16 , 2019 , which 
is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14/279 , 
933 , filed May 16 , 2014 , now U.S. Pat . No. 9,756,000 , 
issued Sep. 5 , 2017 , the contents of which are incorporated 
herein by reference in their entireties . 

. 

TECHNOLOGICAL FIELD 

[ 0002 ] Example embodiments of the present invention 
relate generally to email and , more particularly , to a method 
and apparatus for email address obfuscation between send 
ers and recipients . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Applicant has discovered problems with existing 
methods and systems for email communications . Through 
applied effort , ingenuity , and innovation , Applicant has 
solved many of these identified problems by developing a 
solution that is embodied by the present invention and 
described in detail below . 

BRIEF SUMMARY 

a transaction . In an example embodiment of the method , the 
transaction period is a predetermined period of time asso 
ciated with the transaction . 
[ 0007 ] In an example embodiment in which the assigning 
the first transaction address to the sender and the second 
transaction address to the recipient also includes : generating 
each of the first and second transaction addresses by encod 
ing a sender email address and a recipient email address with 
at least one of a transaction identifier , a consumer identifier , 
a provider identifier , a date / time identifier , and an account 
identifier . In an example embodiment of the method , the 
encoding comprises hashing . 
[ 0008 ] In an example embodiment an apparatus is pro 
vided including at least one processor and at least one 
memory including computer program code , the at least one 
memory and computer program code configured to , with the 
processor , cause the apparatus to at least : receive a corre 
spondence request indication ; assign a first transaction 
address to a sender and a second transaction address to a 
recipient ; receive a message from the sender ; associate the 
message from the sender with the first transaction address ; 
and cause a transmission of the message to the recipient 
using the first transaction address . 
[ 0009 ] The at least one memory and computer program 
code may be further configured to , with the processor , cause 
the apparatus of an example embodiment to receive a 
recipient message from the recipient ; associate the recipient 
message with the second transactional address ; and cause a 
transmission of the recipient message to the sender using the 
second transaction address . In an example embodiment the 
message from the sender is associated with the second 
transaction address , the at least one memory and the com 
puter program code may be further configured to , with the 
processor , cause the apparatus to associate the message with 
the recipient address ; and causing the transmission of the 
message from the sender to the recipient further comprises 
using the recipient address . In an example embodiment in 
which the recipient message is associated with the with the 
first transaction address , the at least one memory and the 
computer program code may be further configured to , with 
the processor , cause the apparatus to associate the recipient 
message with the sender address ; and causing the transmis 
sion of the recipient message to the sender further comprises 
using the sender address . 
[ 0010 ] In an example embodiment of the apparatus , the 
first and second transaction addresses are associated with a 
transaction . In an example embodiment of the apparatus , the 
first and second transaction addresses are valid for a trans 
action period . In an example embodiment of the apparatus , 
the transaction period is terminated in response to comple 
tion of a transaction . In some example embodiments of the 
apparatus , the transaction period is a predetermined period 
of time associated with the transaction . 
[ 0011 ] In an example embodiment of the apparatus , 
assigning the first transaction address to the sender and the 
second transaction address to the recipient also includes 
generating each of the first and second transaction addresses 
by encoding a sender email address and a recipient email 
address with at least one of a transaction identifier , a 
consumer identifier , a provider identifier , a date / time iden 
tifier , and an account identifier . In some example embodi 
ments of the apparatus , the encoding comprises hashing . 
[ 0012 ] In a further example embodiment , a computer 
program product is provided including at least one non 

[ 0004 ] Accordingly , a method , apparatus , and computer 
program product are provided for generating a promotion in 
an augmented reality . In an example embodiment a method 
is provided including receiving a correspondence request 
indication ; assigning a first transaction address to a sender 
and a second transaction address to a recipient ; receiving a 
message from the sender ; associating the message from the 
sender with the first transaction address ; and causing a 
transmission of the message to the recipient using the first 
transaction address . 
[ 0005 ] In an example embodiment , the method also 
includes receiving a recipient message from the recipient ; 
associating the recipient message with the second transac 
tional address ; and causing a transmission of the recipient 
message to the sender using the second transaction address . 
In an example embodiment in which the message from the 
sender is associated with the second transaction address , the 
method also includes associating the message with the 
recipient address ; and causing the transmission of the mes 
sage from the sender to the recipient includes using the 
recipient address . In an example embodiment in which the 
recipient message is associated with the with the first 
transaction address , the method also includes associating the 
recipient message with the sender address ; and causing the 
transmission of the recipient message to the sender further 
comprises using the sender address . 
[ 0006 ] In an example embodiment of the method , the first 
and second transaction addresses are associated with a 
transaction . In an example embodiment of the method , the 
first and second transaction addresses are valid for a trans 
action period . In an example embodiment of the method , the 
transaction period is terminated in response to completion of 

a 
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embodiments are merely examples and should not be con 
strued to narrow the scope or spirit of the invention in any 
way . It will be appreciated that the scope of the invention 
encompasses many potential embodiments in addition to 
those here summarized , some of which will be further 
described below . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0019 ] Having thus described certain example embodi 
ments of the present disclosure in general terms , reference 
will now be made to the accompanying drawings , which are 
not necessarily drawn to scale , and wherein : 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example data flow path for 
obfuscating email addresses in accordance with an example 
embodiment of the present invention ; 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 2 illustrates block diagram of an apparatus 
that may be specifically configured for obfuscation of email 
addresses in accordance with an example embodiment of the 
present invention ; 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 3 illustrates example data flows from a sender 
or recipient message application to a host in accordance with 
some example embodiments of the present invention ; 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 4 illustrates example data flow paths from a 
sender message application to a recipient message applica 
tion in accordance with some example embodiments of the 
present invention ; and 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flow chart of an example 
process for obfuscation of email addresses in accordance 
with an example embodiment of the present invention . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

transitory computer readable storage medium having com 
puter executable code portions stored therein , the computer 
executable program code portions comprising program code 
instructions configured to receive a correspondence request 
indication ; assign a first transaction address to a sender and 
a second transaction address to a recipient ; receive a mes 
sage from the sender ; associate the message from the sender 
with the first transaction address ; and cause a transmission 
of the message to the recipient using the first transaction 
address . 
[ 0013 ] In an example embodiment the computer - execut 
able program code portions of may include program code 
instructions to receive a recipient message from the recipi 
ent ; associate the recipient message with the second trans 
actional address ; and cause a transmission of the recipient 
message to the sender using the second transaction address . 
[ 0014 ] In an example embodiment in which the message 
from the sender is associated with the second transaction 
address , the computer - executable program code portions of 
the computer program product may include program code 
instructions to associate the message with the recipient 
address , and causing the transmission of the message from 
the sender to the recipient further comprises using the 
recipient address . In an example embodiment in which the 
recipient message is associated with the with the first 
transaction address , the computer - executable program code 
portions of the computer program product may include 
program code instructions to associate the recipient message 
with the sender address ; and causing the transmission of the 
recipient message to the sender further comprises using the 
sender address . 
[ 0015 ] In an example embodiment of the computer pro 
gram product , the first and second transaction addresses are 
associated with a transaction . In an example embodiment of 
the computer program product , the first and second trans 
action addresses are valid for a transaction period . In an 
example embodiment of the computer program product , the 
transaction period is terminated in response to completion of 
a transaction . In an example embodiment of the computer 
program product , the transaction period is a predetermined 
period of time associated with the transaction . 
[ 0016 ] In an example embodiment of the computer pro 
gram product assigning the first transaction address to the 
sender and the second transaction address to the recipient 
also includes generating each of the first and second trans 
action addresses by encoding a sender email address and a 
recipient email address with at least one of a transaction 
identifier , a consumer identifier , a provider identifier , a 
date / time identifier , and an account identifier . In an example 
embodiment of the computer program product , the encoding 
comprises hashing . 
[ 0017 ] In yet another example embodiment , an apparatus 
is provided that includes means for receiving a correspon 
dence request indication ; means for assigning a first trans 
action address to a sender and a second transaction address 
to a recipient ; means for receiving a message from the 
sender ; means for associating the message from the sender 
with the first transaction address ; and means for causing a 
transmission of the message to the recipient using the first 
transaction address . 
[ 0018 ] The above summary is provided merely for pur 
poses of summarizing some example embodiments to pro 
vide a basic understanding of some aspects of the invention . 
Accordingly , it will be appreciated that the above - described 

[ 0025 ] Some embodiments of the present invention will 
now be described more fully hereinafter with reference to 
the accompanying drawings , in which some , but not all 
embodiments of the inventions are shown . Indeed , these 
inventions may be embodied in many different forms and 
should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set 
forth herein ; rather , these embodiments are provided so that 
this disclosure will satisfy applicable legal requirements . 
Like numbers refer to like elements throughout . 
[ 0026 ] As used herein , the terms “ data , " " content , ” “ infor 
mation , ” and similar terms may be used interchangeably to 
refer to data capable of being transmitted , received , and / or 
stored in accordance with embodiments of the present 
invention . Thus , use of any such terms should not be taken 
to limit the spirit and scope of embodiments of the present 
invention . Further , where a computing device is described 
herein to receive data from another computing device , it will 
be appreciated that the data may be received directly from 
the another computing device or may be received indirectly 
via one or more intermediary computing devices , such as , 
for example , one or more servers , relays , routers , network 
access points , base stations , hosts , and / or the like , some 
times referred to herein as a “ network . ” Similarly , where a 
computing device is described herein to send data to another 
computing device , it will be appreciated that the data may be 
sent directly to the another computing device or may be sent 
indirectly via one or more intermediary computing devices , 
such as , for example , one or more servers , relays , routers , 
network access points , base stations , hosts , and / or the like . 
[ 0027 ] As used herein , the term “ promotion and marketing 
service " may include a service that is accessible via one or 
more computing devices and is operable to provide example 
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includes one or more consumer attribute that describes the 
consumer . Consumer attributes may include , but are not 
limited to , the consumer's name , consumer's age , consum 
er's location ( e.g. , “ home ” , “ work ” , or other visited places 
such as future vacation locations , cities that friends and / or 
family live in locations , business trip locations and the like ) , 
consumer's gender , consumer's tenure using the promotion 
system , consumer's email domain , consumer's IP address , 
consumer's occupation , consumer's educational back 
ground , consumer's previously accepted and / or rejected 
promotion program offerings , consumer's gender and the 
like . The consumer attributes may be inputted into the 
consumer's profile by the consumer , or collected by com 
ponents within the promotion system 100 and inputted into 
the consumer's profile . 

Overview 

promotion and / or marketing services on behalf of one or 
more providers that are offering one or more instruments that 
are redeemable for goods , services , experiences and / or the 
like . In some examples , the promotion and marketing ser 
vice may take the form of a redemption authority , a payment 
processor , a rewards provider , an entity in a financial net 
work , a promoter , an agent and / or the like . As such , the 
service is , in some example embodiments , configured to 
present one or more promotions via one or more impres 
sions , accept payments for promotions from consumers , 
issue instruments upon acceptance of an offer , participate in 
redemption , generate rewards , provide a point of sale device 
or service , issue payments to providers and / or or otherwise 
participate in the exchange of goods , services or experiences 
for currency , value and / or the like . 
[ 0028 ] As used herein , the term “ provider ” may include , 
but is not limited to , merchant , a business owner , consigner , 
shopkeeper , tradesperson , vender , operator , entrepreneur , 
agent , dealer , organization or the like that is in the business 
of a providing a good , service or experience to a consumer , 
facilitating the provision of a good , service or experience to 
a consumer and / or otherwise operating in the stream of 
commerce . One example a provider may be a running 
company that sells attire for use by a person who runs or 
participates in athletic activities . 
[ 0029 ] As used herein , the term “ consumer " may include , 
but is not limited to , a client , customer , purchaser , shopper , 
user , or the like , who may be in the position to or does 
exchange value for one or more vouchers under the terms 
defined by one or promotions . For example , and using the 
aforementioned running company as the example provider , 
a consumer may be an individual who is interested in 
purchasing running shoes . 
[ 0030 ] As used herein , the term “ promotion ” may include , 
but is not limited to , any type of offered , presented or 
otherwise indicated reward , discount , coupon , credit , deal , 
incentive , discount , media or the like that is indicative of a 
promotional value or the like that upon purchase or accep 
tance results in the issuance of an instrument that may be 
used toward at least a portion of the purchase of particular 
goods , services and / or experiences defined by the promo 
tion . An example promotion , using the aforementioned 
running company as the example provider , is $ 25 for $ 50 
toward running shoes . In some examples , the promotion 
defines an accepted value ( e.g. , a cost to purchase the 
promotion ) , a promotional value ( e.g. , the value of the 
resultant instrument beyond the accepted value ) , a residual 
value ( e.g. , the value upon return or upon expiry of one or 
more redemption parameters ) , one or more redemptions 
parameters and / or the like . Using the running company 
promotion as an example , the accepted value is $ 25 and the 
promotional value is $ 50 . In this example , the residual value 
may be equal to the accepted value . 
[ 0031 ] As used herein , the term “ impression ” may include 
a communication , a display , or other perceived indication , 
such as a flyer , print media , e - mail , text message , application 
alert , mobile applications , other type of electronic interface 
or distribution channel and / or the like , of one or more 
promotions . For example , and using the aforementioned 
running company as the example provider , an e - mail com 
munication sent to consumers that indicates the availability 
of a promotion of $ 25 for $ 50 toward running shoes . 
[ 0032 ] A " consumer ” may be identified by one or more 
profiles , or sub - profiles , where each profile or sub - profile 

[ 0033 ] A method , apparatus , and computer program prod 
uct are provided in accordance with an example embodiment 
of the present invention in order to obfuscate email 
addresses in correspondence between a sender and recipient . 
In some embodiments , the obfuscation of the email 
addresses is associated with facilitating a transaction occur 
ring between the sender , recipient , and / or one or more 
intermediary parties ( e.g. , providers , promotion and market 
ing service , etc. ) . 
[ 0034 ] Using email to correspond with providers , consum 
ers , other recipients may allow the sender's email address to 
be acquired or harvested for unwanted communications . 
Many types of software exist to automatically collect email 
addresses for bulk harvesting . Such collected email 
addresses may then be used in manner that is inconsistent 
with the wishes of the sender ( e.g. , bulk advertising , spam 
ming , phishing , etc. ) . 
[ 0035 ] Some systems may create a single use email obfus 
cation by creating a proxy email relay , but if the recipient 
responds , any response form the sender back to the recipient 
would not be obfuscated . Other systems may allow for 
masking of emails from one ty , but not the other , by 
obfuscating email senders upon request . The recipient email 
address is not obfuscated and may thus be used by the sender 
for any purpose . 
[ 0036 ] Various embodiments of the present invention are 
configured to obfuscate both sender and recipient email 
addresses . In particular , such embodiments are configured to 
assign a first transaction address to a sender and a second 
transaction address to a recipient . Preferably , in one embodi 
ment , the first transaction address and the second transaction 
address are valid or recognized by the system in connection 
with only one transaction as described in greater detail 
below . In another embodiment , the first transaction address 
and the second transaction address are valid or recognized 
by the system only for a predetermined period of time . 

Obfuscated Email Address Data Flow Path 

a [ 0037 ] FIG . 1 illustrates a data flow path for obfuscating 
email addresses in accordance with an example embodiment 
of the present invention . Data may be transmitted , received , 
and / or manipulated by sender 10 , a host 12 , or a recipient 14 . 
The numbering of data transmissions and manipulations in 
FIG . 1 is consistent with the block numbering of the process 
for obfuscating email addresses in FIG . 5 . 
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[ 0038 ] A sender 10 may be a consumer communicating 
with another consumer , a consumer communicating with a 
provider , or a provider communicating with a consumer . For 
example , the consumer may listen to or view an advertise 
ment for a promotion presented via the Internet , radio , 
television , mail , over a mobile device application , in person , 
or the like and desire more information or commence a 
transaction to procure the promotion . In another example , a 
consumer may read a review by a consumer and desire 
further information about the transaction or the promotion . 
In still another example , a consumer may wish to solicit 
quotes , bids , or information from one or more providers 
( e.g. , merchants ) . In each case , a sender 10 may be moti 
vated to send an email to a recipient 14 . 
[ 0039 ] Senders 10 and recipients 14 ( e.g. , consumers 
and / or providers ) may subscribe to or otherwise identify 
themselves to a host 12 through registration , or other infor 
mation gathering process . In some embodiments , the host 12 
may be operated by a promotion and marketing service or 
other third party intermediary . The senders 10 and recipients 
14 may enter information such as name , address , phone 
number , email address , preferences , services or goods 
offered , or the like . Such information may be stored at the 
host 14 in the form of a user profile . 
[ 0040 ] Once the senders 10 and recipients 14 are regis 
tered with the host 12 , they may be assigned an identifier 
( e.g. , a unique ID , code , etc. ) that may be stored with other 
information to an appropriate user profile . In some embodi 
ments , the identifier may be an email address dedicated for 
host 12 to sender 10 / recipient 14 communications . For 
example , if the host 12 is a promotion and marketing service 
such as Groupon , Inc. , the host 12 may pair a unique ID 
associated with a sender / recipient with a domain associated 
with a host 12 to form an identifier in the form of an email 
address ( e.g. consumer1234@groupon.com 
provider4567@groupon.com , etc. ) . Identifiers of this type 
may be used by the host 12 to facilitate host 12 to sender 
10 / recipient 14 communications . 
[ 0041 ] As will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
art in view of this disclosure , user profiles that are accessible 
by the host 12 may comprise consumer information , pro 
vider information , consumer identifiers , provider identifiers , 
group provider identifiers ( e.g. , identifiers associated with a 
group of providers such as a chain of merchants ) . Such 
information may be used by the host 12 to facilitate sender 
10 to recipient 14 and host 12 to sender 10 / recipient 14 
communications as herein described . 
[ 0042 ] For illustration and clarity purposes , the foregoing 
description proceeds by referring to a particular type of 
sender 10 , a consumer , and a particular type of recipient , a 
provider ( e.g. , merchant ) . In particular , the foregoing 
description describes an example embodiment wherein a 
consumer communicates through a host to a provider in 
order to obtain additional information to support the pur 
chase of a good offered by the provider . However , as will be 
apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art , various embodi 
ments of the present invention are not limited to consumer 
to provider communications and may be applied to numer 
ous communication pathways including , without limitation , 
consumer to consumer , provider to consumer , provider to 
provider , and the like . 
[ 0043 ] In some embodiments , a sender 10 initiates com 
munication with a recipient 14 by transmitting a correspon 
dence request indication 502 to the host 12. For example , in 

the illustrated embodiment , a consumer viewing an impres 
sion ( e.g. , a web based or mobile application based adver 
tisement / product description ) associated with a good ( e.g. , a 
new television ) offered by a provider via a promotion and 
marketing service may desire more information concerning 
the good ( e.g. , how many HDMI input ports does the 
television have ? ) before purchasing the good . The consumer 
may , for example , click or select an “ ask a question ” link 
presented by a website or mobile application interface 
proximate the impression . Clicking such a link may cause a 
correspondence request indication to be sent to host 12 as 
shown in FIG . 1 . 
[ 0044 ] In other embodiments , a correspondence request 
indication may be triggered by the sender 10 in a variety of 
other ways . For example , in some embodiments , the corre 
spondence request indication may be initiated by a sender 
submitting a webform , or using a predetermined email 
address in the recipient field of an email in a local message 
user agent ( MUA ) , such as Microsoft Outlook® , or an 
internet based MUA , such as Gmail® . In other examples , a 
correspondence request indication may be triggered by 
initiating a purchase ( e.g. selecting a buy link or button , or 
a submit payment link or button ) , requesting an appointment 
or reservation , initiating or responding to a comment or 
review on a website or discussion forum , or the like . 
[ 0045 ] The host 12 may receive the correspondence 
request indication ( 504 ) , which may include , without limi 
tation , the sender email address , a recipient identifier , a 
recipient group identifier , or the like . The host 12 may 
generate and assign a first transaction address to the sender 
and a second transaction address to a recipient 14. The host 
12 may generate the transaction addresses based on the 
sender email address , the recipient email address , a sender 
and / or recipient identifier , recipient group identifier , a trans 
action identifier , a date and / or time identifier , an account 
identifier , or the like . In some instances , the transaction 
addresses may be derived from the correspondence request 
indication . For example , a timestamp associated with the 
correspondence request indication may be used to encode 
sender / or recipient information . 
[ 0046 ] Returning to the depicted embodiment , the host 12 
may generate and assign the following transaction 
addresses : 
first transaction address : 4868985506@hostcompany.com 
second transaction address : 212700048@hostcompany.com 
[ 0047 ] Each transaction address includes a domain ( host 
company.com ) associated with the company ( e.g. , promo 
tion and marketing service ) that operates host 12. The local 
part of the transaction addresses ( i.e. , 4868985506 and 
212700048 respectively ) were determined by using a trans 
action identifier to hash respective identifiers associated with 
the consumer and the provider . In particular , host 12 
assigned transaction number 45683 ( i.e. , transaction identi 
fier ) to correspondence request indication 502 and then 
multiplied this transaction number by a sender identifier 
( e.g. , consumer account number 106582 ) to obtain the local 
part of the first transaction address ( i.e. , 4868985506 ) . 
Similarly , host 12 multiplied the transaction number 45683 
by a recipient identifier ( e.g. , provider number 4656 ) to 
obtain the local part of the second transaction address ( i.e. , 
212700048 ) . 
[ 0048 ] In some example embodiments , the host 12 may 
generate the transaction addresses by encoding sender and / 
or recipient email addresses and at least one of the sender 

a 

a 

or 
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and / or recipient identifier , recipient group identifier , a trans 
action identifier , a date and / or time identifier , an account 
identifier , or the like . In an example the encoding is a 
hashing function of the respective email address and iden 
tifier . For example , the local portion of the email address 
may be translated and added to the identifier as a numeric 
value . One such translation may be numeric substitution of 
non - numeric characters based on alphabetic sequence , e.g. 
a = 1 , b = 2 , c = 3 , etc. , for example “ consumer1234 ” may be 
translated to 315141921135181234. One skilled in the art 
would appreciate that the hashing function may be per 
formed by other mathematical operations , such as subtrac 
tion , multiplication , division , or the like or by more complex 
methods . 

( x ) = sender address identifier + identifer ( x ) 

con 

a 

f ( x ) = receipient address identifer + identifer ( x ) 
[ 0049 ] Using the above equation , the example sender 
address identifier ( e.g. 
sumer1234 = 315141921135181234 may be added to the 
transaction identifier ( e.g. 45683 ) resulting in a transaction 
address local portion of 315141921135226917. The local 
portion may be appended to the host domain to result in a 
first transactional address 315141921135226917 @ hostcom 
pany.com . Continuing the example , 
provider4567@groupon.com may be hashed as discussed 
resulting in second transaction address of 
116181522945230250@hostcompany.com . 
[ 0050 ] In an example embodiment , the encoding may be 
based on a cryptographic hash function utilizing the alpha 
numeric representations of the transaction and user ( e.g. 
consumer or merchant identifiers , such as secure hash algo 
rithm 1 ( SHA1 ) . The cryptologic hash function may hash 
stringified representations of the data structure containing 
the alphanumeric identifiers . The stringified representation 
may be the binary language for the transaction or user 
identifier converted to alphanumeric text for the hashing 
process . The resulting stringified hashed representation may 
be utilized as the local portion of the transactional address . 
[ 0051 ] Encoding the email address identifier and respec 
tive second identifier by hashing is illustrated as an example , 
it would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art , that 
any encoding method which obfuscates the email identifier 
of the sender and recipient could be used , such as substitu 
tion , or more complex encoding processes . 
[ 0052 ] The host 12 may assign a transactional address to 
the sender 10 and a transactional address to the recipient 14 . 
The host 12 may identify subsequent messages based on the 
sender and / or recipient transactional address or identifiers . 
[ 0053 ] The transactional addresses may be assigned for a 
transaction period such as a single transaction , transaction 
group , or the like . The transaction addresses may be valid for 
the transaction period . In an example , the transaction 
addresses may be assigned for the duration of a transaction , 
such as from the request or purchase of the good , service , or 
promotion , until redemption . In this example , the transaction 
period may be terminated in response to the completion of 
the transaction . 
[ 0054 ] In an example embodiment the transactional 
addresses may be assigned and valid for a time period 
associated with the transaction , for example a period before 
and after the transaction , or in an instance in which the 
transaction would not have a natural expiration such as 
completion of a purchase or participation in a purchased 

event . In an example , the transaction addresses are assigned 
for a predetermined period after the redemption or compe 
tition of the transaction to allow for feedback , inspections , 
questions about the product or service , or the like . In an 
example in which a consumer or provider is requesting 
information about a review , the transaction addresses may be 
assigned to the transaction of information for a predeter 
mined period , such as one week , one month , or any other 
period of time . 
[ 0055 ] In an example embodiment , the sender 10 and / or 
the recipient 14 may extend the transaction period , thus 
extending the validity of the transaction addresses by con 
tacting the host 12. For example , he consumer or provider 
may desire to extend the transaction period associated with 
the transaction addresses to resolve issues arising from the 
transaction , conduct a related transaction , or the like . 
[ 0056 ] The host 12 may receive a message from the sender 
10 addressed to the recipient 14 ( 506 ) . The message may be 
received contemporaneously with the correspondence 
request indication ( 502 ) or may be a subsequent message . 
The host 12 may identify a sender or receiver transactional 
address associated with the message . For example , the 
sender may be replying to a message received using the 
transaction address of the recipient . In another example in 
which the message is receive contemporaneously with the 
correspondence request indication , the host may identify the 
sender or recipient transaction address as a portion of the 
assignment of the first and second transaction addresses . 
[ 0057 ] The host 12 may associate the message with the 
transaction address of the sender . The host 12 may identify 
the sender transactional address using the recipient transac 
tional address , transaction identifier , sender email address , 
sender identifier , or the like . The sender transactional 
address may be retrieved from the subscriber management 
database or other data storage . The host 12 may associate the 
message with the sender transactional address by entering or 
substitution of the sender transactional address into the 
sender field of the message . For example , the sender address 
consumer1234@groupon.com may be substituted with 
315141921135226917@hostcompany.com . 
[ 0058 ] The host 12 may retrieve identify and retrieve the 
recipient email address based on transaction identifier , 
sender email address , sender identifier , recipient transac 
tional address , recipient identifier , or the like . In an instance 
in which the message is addressed to the recipient using the 
second transactional address assigned to the recipient , the 
host 12 may enter or substitute the recipient address into the 
recipient field of the message . 
[ 0059 ] For example in an instance in which a consumer 
sends a message from their personal email application , the 
consumer may enter or cause to be entered the transactional 
address or recipient identifier of the recipient in the recipient 
field ( e.g. 116181522945230250@hostcompany.com . ) The 
host 12 may identify the sender's email address ( e.g. 
consumer1234@groupon.com ) and associated transactional 
address ( e.g. 315141921135226917@hostcompany.com ) 
and substitute the sender's email address with the sender's 
transactional address . The host 12 may identify the transac 
tional address and associated recipient's email address and 
substitute the recipient transactional address ( e.g. 
116181522945230250@hostcompany.com ) with the recipi 
ent's email address ( e.g. provider4567@groupon.com ) . 
Therefore , allowing the recipient to receive the message at 
their respective email application and maintain the anonym 

a 
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ity of the sender and sender email address , respective to the 
recipient and the anonymity of the recipient and recipient 
email address , respective to the sender . 
[ 0060 ] In an example embodiment in which the sender 
sends the message using a “ ask a question ” link associated 
with webform , the sender address field may be filled by the 
first transactional address and the recipient address identified 
and entered in to the recipient address field of the message 
by the host 12 . 
[ 0061 ] The host 12 may transmit the message from the 
sender to the recipient using the transactional address of the 
sender ( e.g. 315141921135226917@hostcompany.com ) and 
email address ( e.g. provider4567@groupon.com ) of the 
recipient ( 510 ) . The host 12 may transmit the message to the 
recipient using the email addresses as described above . 
[ 0062 ] The recipient 14 may respond to the sender by 
composing a message in which the sender's transactional 
address or sender identifier is used in the recipient field . For 
example , the recipient may compose a reply message stating 
that “ The HDTV has four HDMI ports . ” , in response to the 
message from the sender . In an instance in which the 
recipient is replying the message application may fill the 
recipient and sender fields based on the message received 
from the sender . For example , the sender field may be the 
recipient address ( e.g. provider4567 @ groupon.com ) and 
the recipient field may be the sender transactional address 
( e.g. 315141921135226917@hostcompany.com ) . The host 
12 may receive the message from the recipient 14 to the 
sender 10 ( 512 ) . 
[ 0063 ] The host 12 may associate the message from the 
recipient with the transactional address associated with the 
sender 10 ( 514 ) . As discussed above , the host 12 may 
identify the transactional address and email address of the 
sender 10 and recipient 14 respectively . The host 12 may 
substitute the email address ( e.g. provider4567 @ groupon . 
com ) of the recipient 14 with the transactional address ( e.g. 
3818916456@hostcompany.com ) associated with the 
recipient . The host 12 may also substitute the transactional 
address ( e.g. 315141921135226917@hostcompany.com ) of 
the sender 10 with the sender's email address ( e.g. 
consumer1234@groupon.com ) retrieved from a memory , 
such as a subscriber management database . 
[ 0064 ] The host 12 may transmit the message from the 
recipient 14 to the sender ( 516 ) using the transactional 
addresses and email addresses as described above . 
[ 0065 ] In an example embodiment , the correspondence 
request indication may be generated in response to the 
selection of a “ purchase ” or “ buy ” link presented by a 
website or mobile application interface proximate the 
impression . The correspondence request indication may be 
sent to the host 12 as described above . 
[ 0066 ] The obfuscation of email addresses in both direc 
tions of communications allows for the email addresses to be 
used for the course of the transaction without risk of loss of 
privacy to the email account holders . Further , the use of the 
transactional addresses creates a distinguishable communi 
cation chains associated with the transaction . 

execute the operations described below . In some embodi 
ments , the processor 202 ( and / or co - processor or any other 
processing circuitry assisting or otherwise associated with 
the processor ) may be in communication with the memory 
204 via a bus for passing information among components of 
the apparatus . The memory 204 may be non - transitory and 
may include , for example , one or more volatile and / or 
non - volatile memories . In other words , for example , the 
memory may be an electronic storage device ( e.g. , a com 
puter readable storage medium ) . The memory may be con 
figured to store information , data , content , applications , 
instructions , or the like , for enabling the apparatus to carry 
out various functions in accordance with an example 
embodiment of the present invention . 
[ 0068 ] The processor 202 may be embodied in a number 
of different ways and may , for example include one or more 
processing devices configured to perform independently . 
Additionally or alternatively , the processor may include one 
or more processors configured in tandem via a bus to enable 
independent execution of instructions , pipelining , and / or 
multithreading . 
[ 0069 ] In an example embodiment , the processor 202 may 
be configured to execute instructions stored in the memory 
204 or otherwise accessible to the processor . Alternatively or 
additionally , the processor may be configured to execute 
hard - coded functionality . As such , whether configured by 
hardware or software methods , or by a combination thereof , 
the processor 202 may represent an entity ( e.g. , physically 
embodied in circuitry ) capable of performing operations 
according to an embodiment of the present invention while 
configured accordingly . Alternatively , as another example , 
when the processor 202 is embodied as an executor of 
software instructions , the instructions may specifically con 
figure the processor 202 to perform the algorithms and / or 
operations described herein when the instructions are 
executed . 
[ 0070 ] In some embodiments , the apparatus 200 may 
include a user interface 206 that may , in turn , be in com 
munication with processor 202 to provide output to the user 
and , in some embodiments , to receive an indication of a user 
input . As such , the user interface 206 may include a display 
and may comprise a web user interface , a mobile applica 
tion , a client device , a kiosk , or the like . In some embodi 
ments , the user interface 306 may also include a keyboard , 
a mouse , a joystick , a touch screen , touch areas , soft keys , 
a microphone , a speaker , or other input / output mechanisms . 
The processor 202 , or user interface circuitry comprising the 
processor 202 , may be configured to control one or more 
functions of one or more user interface elements through 
computer program instructions ( e.g. , software and / or firm 
ware ) stored on a memory accessible to the processor ( e.g. , 
memory 204 , and / or the like ) . 
[ 0071 ] Meanwhile , the communications module 208 may 
be any means such as a device or circuitry embodied in 
either hardware or a combination of hardware and software 
that is configured to receive and / or transmit data from / to a 
network and / or any other device or module in communica 
tion with the apparatus 200. In this regard , the communica 
tion interface may include , for example , an antenna ( or 
multiple antennas ) and supporting hardware and / or software 
for enabling communications with a wireless communica 
tion network . Additionally or alternatively , the communica 
tion interface may include the circuitry for interacting with 
the antenna ( s ) to cause transmission of signals via the 

Example Apparatus 
[ 0067 ] The host 12 may be embodied by an apparatus , 
such as apparatus 200 shown in FIG . 2. As illustrated in FIG . 
2 , the apparatus 200 may include a processor 202 , a memory 
204 , a user interface 206 , a communications module 208 , 
and a message module 205 , and may be configured to 
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antenna ( s ) or to handle receipt of signals received via the 
antenna ( s ) . In some environments , the communication inter 
face may additionally or alternatively support wired com 
munication . As such , for example , the communication inter 
face may include a communication modem and / or other 
hardware / software for supporting communication via cable , 
digital subscriber line ( DSL ) , universal serial bus ( USB ) , or 
other mechanisms . 
The message module 205 may be configured to cause the 
processer 202 to transmit a message from a sender to a 
recipient using transactional addresses . In an example 
embodiment , the message module 205 may receive a cor 
respondence request indication ; assign a first transaction 
address to a sender and a second transaction address to a 
recipient ; receive a message from the sender ; associate the 
message from the sender with the second transaction 
address ; and cause a transmission of the message from the 
sender to the recipient using the second transaction address . 
In an example , the message module 205 may also receive a 
message from the recipient ; associate the message from the 
recipient with the first transactional address ; and causing a 
transmission of the message from the recipient to the sender 
using the first transaction address . In yet another embodi 
ment , the message from the sender may be associated with 
the second transaction address , the message module 205 
may associate the message with the recipient address ; and 
the transmission of the message from the sender to the 
recipient further comprises using the recipient address . In 
still another example , the recipient message may be associ 
ated with the first transaction address , the message module 
205 may associate the recipient message with the sender 
address ; and the transmission of the recipient message to the 
sender further comprises using the sender address . 

[ 0075 ] The sender 10 or recipient 14 message application 
may transmit messages to the host 12 for transmission to the 
respective recipient as described in FIG . 1. The messages 
may be received in conjunction with a correspondence 
request indication or be preceded by a correspondence 
request indication as discussed in FIG . 1 . 
[ 0076 ] Example Data Flow from a Sender Message Appli 
cation to a Recipient Message Application 
[ 0077 ] FIG . 4 illustrates example data flow paths from a 
sender message application to a recipient message applica 
tion . The sender 10 message application may transmit a 
message to the host 12. The message may include a message 
application identifier , message context parameters , the send 
er's email address , including sender email identifier , the 
message content , or the like . 
[ 0078 ] The host 12 may receive the message and associate 
the transaction address associated with the sender with the 
message . The host 12 may substitute the sender's email 
address with the transaction address , as discussed in FIG . 1 . 
Additionally , in an instance in which the message applica 
tion has addressed the message to a recipient identifier or 
predetermined email address , the host 12 may associate the 
recipient identifier or predetermined email address with a 
transaction address associated with the recipient . The mes 
sage may then be transmitted by the host 12 using the 
transaction address associated with the sender and the trans 
action address associated with the recipient . In an example 
embodiment the host 12 may transmit a copy of the obfus 
cated email to the sender for the purposes of confirmation of 
the message and / or obfuscation . 
[ 0079 ] In an example embodiment the host 12 may be 
separate hosts for the sending and receiving of messages , 
utilizing common transaction address data . The message 
may be relayed through one or more message transfer agents 
( MTAS ) before or after the respective hosts 12. The MTA 
may transmit the message to the host 12. The host 12 may 
receive the message from the MTA and identify the recipient 
based on the recipient transaction address . The host 12 may 
identify the recipient email address and recipient message 
application and associate the message with the recipient 
email address by substitution or entry of the recipient 
address in the recipient field of the message . The host 12 
may also format the message for compatibility with the 
recipient message application . 
[ 0080 ] The host 12 may send the message to the recipient 
using the recipient's address . In some embodiments , the host 
12 may send a confirmation of delivery to the sender 10 
associated with the transmission of the message to the 
recipient . Although FIG . 4 illustrates the data flow from the 
sender to a receiver , it would be apparent to one of ordinary 
skill in the art that the process may be used to transmit a 
message from the recipient to the sender as discussed in 
FIGS . 1 and 5 . 

Example Data Flow from a Message Application to 
the Host 

[ 0072 ] Referring now to FIG . 3 , the data flows from a 
sender 10 or recipient 14 message application to the host 12 
are illustrated . The message application may be a MUA or 
a webform . The following illustration is made from the 
sender perspective ; however one skilled in that art would 
understand that the process may be performed similarly for 
the recipient perspective . The sender may send information 
to the host 12 to identify the sender and their associated 
email address , such as an email address or a consumer / 
provider identifier , or the like . In some embodiments the 
sender provides only contact information such as an email 
identifier ( local portion ) , domain , and the version of the 
message application . The local portion , domain , and version 
may be derived from the transmission of an email . 
[ 0073 ] In another example , the sender may provider fur 
ther information such as name , age , phone number , alternate 
email addresses , preferences , relationship status , or the like . 
The additional information may be derived from a subscrip 
tion to a service , creation of an online account or user profile 
as discussed in FIG . 1 , or the like . 
[ 0074 ] The host 12 may use the sender email address local 
portion , domain , and application version in the generation of 
transaction addresses as discussed in FIG . 1. Further , the 
host may store the sender email address local portion , 
domain , application version or the like in a memory , such as 
a subscription management database , and may associate the 
information with a user profile . 

Example Process for Email Address Obfuscation 
[ 0081 ] Referring now to FIG . 5 , the operations performed , 
such as by the apparatus 200 of FIG . 2 , for obfuscation of 
email addresses are illustrated . As shown in block 502 of 
FIG . 5 , the apparatus may include means , such as a message 
module 205 , processor 202 , communications interface 206 , 
or the like , for receiving a correspondence request indica 
tion . A correspondence request indication may be first 
message , as discussed below in block 506 , a subscription to 
an online service , a request for information from a webform 
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for example " consumer1234 ” may be translated to 
315141921135181234. One skilled in the art would appre 
ciate that the hashing function may be performed by other 
mathematical operations , such as subtraction , multiplica 
tion , division , or the like or by more complex methods . 

f ( x ) = sender address identifier + identifer ( x ) 

a 

a 

or internet link , or the like . The correspondence request 
indication may be initiated by submitting a webform , or 
using a predetermined email address in the recipient field of 
an email in a local message user agent ( MUA ) , such as 
Microsoft Outlook® , or an internet based MUA , such as 
Gmail® . In other examples , a correspondence request indi 
cation may be triggered by initiating a purchase ( e.g. select 
ing a buy link or button , or a submit payment link or button ) , 
requesting an appointment or reservation , initiating or 
responding to a comment or review on a website or discus 
sion forum , or the like . 
[ 0082 ] The correspondence request indication may 
include the email address identifier , domain and application 
version of the sender 10 , the provider identifier , consumer 
identifier , consumer group identifier , provider group identi 
fier , transaction identifier , date / time identifier or the like . 
[ 0083 ] As shown in block 504 of FIG . 5 , the apparatus 200 
may include means , such as a message module 205 , a 
processor 202 , or the like for assigning a first transaction 
address to the sender and a second transaction address to the 
recipient . The processor 202 may generate the transaction 
addresses by encoding the email addresses of the sender and 
or recipient with at least one of a sender and / or recipient 
identifier , recipient group identifier , a transaction identifier , 
a date and / or time identifier , an account identifier , or the like . 
In some instances the identifiers and email addresses may be 
derived from the correspondence request indication as an 
entered information elements . In another embodiment the 
processor 202 may retrieve at least a portion of the infor 
mation or addresses from a memory 204 , such as a sub 
scriber management database based on a recipient or sender 
identifier or predetermined email address . 
[ 0084 ] In an example embodiment , the host may generate 
the transaction addresses by encoding the sender and / or 
recipient email address and at least one of the sender and / or 
recipient identifier , recipient group identifier , a transaction 
identifier , a date and / or time identifier , an account identifier , 
or the like . 
[ 0085 ] For example , the processor 202 may generate and 
assign the following transaction addresses : 
first transaction address : 4868985506@hostcompany.com 
second transaction address : 212700048@hostcompany.com 
[ 0086 ] Each transaction address includes a domain ( host 
company.com ) associated with the company ( e.g. , promo 
tion and marketing service ) that operates host 12. The local 
part of the transaction addresses ( i.e. , 4868985506 and 
212700048 respectively ) were determined by using a trans 
action identifier to hash respective identifiers associated with 
the consumer and the provider . In particular , processor 202 
assigned transaction number 45683 ( i.e. , transaction identi 
fier ) to correspondence request indication 502 and then 
multiplied this transaction number by a sender identifier 
( e.g. , consumer account number 106582 ) to obtain the local 
part of the first transaction address ( i.e. , 4868985506 ) . 
Similarly , processor 202 multiplied the transaction number 
45683 by a recipient identifier ( e.g. , provider number 4656 ) 
to obtain the local part of the second transaction address 
( i.e. , 212700048 ) . 
[ 0087 ] In an example the encoding is a hashing function of 
the respective email address and identifier . For example , the 
local portion of the email address may be translated and 
added to the identifier as a numeric value . One such trans 
lation may be numeric substitution of non - numeric charac 
ters based on alphabetic sequence , e.g. a = 1 , b = 2 , c = 3 , etc. , 

f ( x ) = receipient address identifer + identifer ( x ) 
[ 0088 ] Using the above equation , the example sender 
address identifier ( e.g. con 

sumer1234 = 315141921135181234 may be added to the 
transaction identifier ( e.g. 45683 ) resulting in a transaction 
address local portion of 315141921135226917. The local 
portion may be appended to the host domain to result in a 
first transactional address 315141921135226917 @ hostcom 
pany.com . Continuing the example , 
provider4567@groupon.com may be hashed as discussed 
resulting in second transaction address of 
116181522945230250@hostcompany.com . 
[ 0089 ] In an example embodiment , the encoding may be 
based on a cryptographic hash function utilizing the alpha 
numeric representations of the transaction and user ( e.g. 
consumer or merchant identifiers , such as secure hash algo 
rithm 1 ( SHA1 ) . The cryptologic has function may hash 
stringified representations of the data structure containing 
the alphanumeric identifiers . The stringified representation 
may be the binary language for the transaction or user 
identifier converted to alphanumeric text for the hashing 
process . The resulting stringified hashed representation may 
be utilized as the local portion of the transactional address . 
[ 0090 ] Encoding the email address identifier and respec 
tive second identifier by hashing is illustrated as an example , 
it would be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art , that 
any encoding method which obfuscates the email identifier 
of the sender and recipient could be used , such as substitu 
tion , more complex encoding processes , or the like . 
[ 0091 ] The processor 202 may assign a first transactional 
address to the sender 10 and a second transactional address 
to the recipient 14. The processor 202 may identify subse 
quent messages based on the sender and / or recipient trans 
actional address and / or sender / recipient identifiers , or trans 
action identifiers . 
[ 0092 ] In an embodiment in which a provider group 
identifier has been identified in the correspondence request 
indication recipient , the processor 202 may generate a 
transactional address for each of the perspective recipients 
when the transactional address for the sender is generated 
and assigned , or generate the respective recipient transaction 
addresses at the first response for each respective provider / 
recipient . For example , if the consumer requests information 
regarding the solicitation of quotes to a provider group , the 
consumer sender's transactional address may be generated 
and assigned . In an instance in which a provider responds to 
the message , a transactional address will be generated and 
assigned to the provider when the response is received by the 
processor 202 . 
[ 0093 ] In an example embodiment the transactional 
addresses may be assigned and valid for a time period 
associated with the transaction , for example a period before 
and after the transaction , or in an instance in which the 
transaction would not have a natural expiration such as 
completion of a purchase or participation in a purchased 
event . In another example , the transaction addresses are 
assigned for a predetermined period after the redemption or 

a 
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competition of the transaction to allow for feedback , inspec 
tions , questions about the product or service , or the like . In 
an example in which a consumer or provider is requesting 
information about a review , the transaction addresses may be 
assigned to the transaction of information for a predeter 
mined period , such as one week , one month , or any other 
period of time . In yet another example the sender 10 and / or 
the recipient 14 may extend the transaction period , thus 
extending the validity of the transaction addresses by con 
tacting the host 12. The consumer or provider may desire to 
extend the transaction period associated with the transaction 
addresses to resolve issues arising from the transaction , 
conduct a related transaction , or the like . 
[ 0094 ] As shown in block 506 of FIG . 5 , the apparatus 200 
may include means , such as a message module 205 , a 
processor 202 , a communications module 206 , or the like for 
receiving a message from the sender 10. The sender 10 may 
send the message to the apparatus 200 from a webform in an 
internet browser or a MUA . The message may include the 
sender email identifier , domain , and application identifier , 
context parameters , message content , recipient identifier , 
such as transaction address , predetermined email address or 
identifier , or the like . In some embodiments the message is 
received contemporaneously with the correspondence 
request 502 . 
[ 0095 ] As shown in block 508 of FIG . 5 , the apparatus 200 
may include means , such as a message module , a processor 
202 , or the like to associate the message with the sender or 
first transaction address . The processor 202 may use the 
recipient identifier , predetermined email address , sender 
email address , sender identifier , or the like to identify the 
transaction address associated with the sender . The proces 
sor 202 may associate the message with the sender or first 
transactional address , by substituting or entering the trans 
actional address into the sender field of the message . For 
example , the sender address consumer1234@groupon.com 
may be substituted with 315141921135226917 @ hostcom 
pany.com . 
[ 0096 ] In an example embodiment , the processor 202 may 
also identify and retrieve the recipient address based on 
transaction identifier , sender email address , sender identifier , 
recipient transactional address , recipient identifier , or the 
like . In an instance in which the message is addressed to the 
recipient using the second transactional address assigned to 
the recipient , the processor 202 may enter or substitute the 
recipient address into the recipient field of the message . 
[ 0097 ] For example in an instance in which a consumer 
sends a message from their personal email application , the 
consumer may enter or cause to be entered the transactional 
address or recipient identifier of the recipient in the recipient 
field ( e.g. 116181522945230250@hostcompany.com . The 
processor 12 may identify the sender's email address ( e.g. 
consumer1234@groupon.com ) and associated transactional 
address ( e.g. 315141921135226917@hostcompany.com ) 
and substitute the sender's email address with the sender's 
transactional address . The processor 202 may identify the 
transactional address and associated recipient's email 
address and substitute the recipient transactional address 
( e.g. 116181522945230250@hostcompany.com ) with the 
recipient's email address ( e.g. provider4567 @ groupon . 
com ) . 
[ 0098 ] As shown if block 510 of FIG . 5 , the apparatus 200 
may include means , such as a message module 205 , a 
processor 202 , a communications interface 206 , or the like 

for causing the transmission of the message using the first 
transactional address . The processor may transmit the mes 
sage to a MTA or to the MUA using the recipient email and 
use the first transactional address for the sender . The pro 
cessor 202 may transmit the message from the sender to the 
recipient using the transactional address of the sender ( e.g. 
315141921135226917@hostcompany.com ) and email 
address ( e.g. provider4567@groupon.com ) of the recipient . 
[ 0099 ] As shown in block 512 of FIG . 5 , the apparatus 200 
may include means , such as a message module 205 , a 
processor 202 , a communications module 206 , or the like for 
receiving a message from a recipient 14. The recipient may 
send a message from a MUA or webform in an internet 
browser . The message may include the recipient email 
identifier , domain , and application identifier , context param 
eters , message content , sender identifier , sender transaction 
address , or the like . 
[ 0100 ] As shown if block 514 the apparatus 200 may 
include means , such as a message module 205 , a processor 
202 , or the like for associating the message from the 
recipient with the recipient , or second , transaction address . 
The processor 202 may identify the transaction address 
associated with the recipient based on the recipient email 
address , recipient identifier , transaction identifier , sender , or 
first , transaction address , or the like . The processor 202 may 
associate the message with the second transaction address by 
entering or substituting the transaction address into the 
sender field of the message . 
[ 0101 ] In an embodiment , in which the sender field is not 
populated with the sender or first transaction address , for 
example a sender identifier is entered ; the processor 202 
may associate the message with the first transaction address . 
The processor 202 may associate the message with the first 
transaction address by entering or substitution of the first 
transaction address into the recipient field for transmission 
to subsequent MTAs and / or the sender MUA . 
[ 0102 ] For example , the processor 202 may substitute the 
email address ( e.g. provider4567@groupon.com ) of the 
recipient 14 with the transactional address ( e.g. 
3818916456@hostcompany.com ) associated with the 
recipient . The processor 202 may also substitute the trans 
actional address ( e.g. 315141921135226917 @ hostcompany . 
com ) of the sender 10 with the sender's email address ( e.g. 
consumer1234@groupon.com ) retrieved from a memory , 
such as a subscriber management database . As shown in 
block 516 of FIG . 5 , the apparatus 200 may have means , 
such as a message module 205 , processor 202 , communi 
cations module 206 , or the like for causing the transmission 
of the message from the recipient to the sender using the 
second transaction address . The processor 202 may transmit 
the message to the sender email address ( e.g. 
consumer1234@groupon.com ) using the recipient / second 
transaction address ( e.g. 3818916456@hostcompany.com ) 
in the sender field of the message . 
[ 0103 ] As will be appreciated , computer program code 
and / or other instructions may be loaded onto a computer , 
processor or other programmable apparatus's circuitry to 
produce a machine , such that execution of the code on the 
machine by the computer , processor , or other circuitry 
creates the means for implementing various functions , 
including those described herein . 
[ 0104 ] As described above and as will be appreciated 
based on this disclosure , embodiments of the present inven 
tion may be configured as methods , mobile devices , backend 
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network devices , and the like . Accordingly , embodiments 
may comprise various means including entirely of hardware 
or a combination of software and hardware . Furthermore , 
embodiments may take the form of a computer program 
product on at least one computer - readable storage medium 
having computer - readable program instructions ( e.g. , com 
puter software ) embodied in the storage medium . Any 
suitable computer - readable storage medium may be utilized , 
including non - transitory hard disks , CD - ROMs , flash 
memory , optical storage devices , magnetic storage devices , 
or the like . 

a 

[ 0105 ] Embodiments of the present invention have been 
described above with reference to block diagrams and 
flowchart illustrations of methods , apparatuses , systems and 
computer program products . It will be understood that each 
block of the circuit diagrams and process flowcharts , and 
combinations of blocks in the circuit diagrams and process 
flowcharts , respectively , can be implemented by various 
means including computer program instructions . These 
computer program instructions may be loaded onto a general 
purpose computer , special purpose computer , or other pro 
grammable data processing apparatus to produce a machine , 
such that the computer program product includes the instruc 
tions which execute on the computer or other programmable 
data processing apparatus create a means for implementing 
the functions specified in the flowchart block or blocks . 
[ 0106 ] These computer program instructions may also be 
stored in a computer - readable storage device that can direct 
a computer or other programmable data processing appara 
tus to function in a particular manner , such that the instruc 
tions stored in the computer - readable storage device produce 
an article of manufacture including computer - readable 
instructions for implementing the function discussed herein . 
The computer program instructions may also be loaded onto 
a computer or other programmable data processing appara 
tus to cause a series of operational steps to be performed on 
the computer or other programmable apparatus , thereby 
producing a computer - implemented process such that the 
instructions executed on the computer or other program 
mable apparatus cause performance of the steps and thereby 
implement the functions discussed herein . 
[ 0107 ] Accordingly , blocks of the block diagrams and 
flowchart illustrations support combinations of means for 
performing the specified functions , combinations of steps 
for performing the specified functions and program instruc 
tion means for performing the specified functions . It will 
also be understood that each block of the circuit diagrams 
and process flowcharts , and combinations of blocks in the 
circuit diagrams and process flowcharts , can be imple 
mented by special purpose hardware - based computer sys 
tems that perform the specified functions or steps , or com 
binations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . 

[ 0108 ] Many modifications and other embodiments of the 
inventions set forth herein will come to mind to one skilled 
in the art to which these embodiments of the invention 
pertain having the benefit of the teachings presented in the 
foregoing descriptions and the associated drawings . There 
fore , it is to be understood that the embodiments of the 
invention are not to be limited to the specific embodiments 
disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are 
intended to be included within the scope of the appended 

claims . Although specific terms are employed herein , they 
are used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not for 
purposes of limitation . 

1. - 20 . ( canceled ) 
21. An apparatus for facilitating electronic correspon 

dence between a sender and a recipient , the apparatus 
comprising at least one processor and at least one non 
transitory memory including computer program code , 
wherein the at least one non - transitory memory and the 
computer program code are configured to , with the at least 
one processor , cause the apparatus to at least : 

receive a correspondence request indication ; 
assign a sender identifier to the sender and a recipient 

identifier to the recipient ; 
generate a first transaction address , wherein the first 

transaction address comprises a first local part and a 
first domain part , wherein the first local part is gener 
ated by at least encoding the sender identifier with a 
date identifier ; 

generate a second transaction address , wherein the second 
transaction address comprises a second local part and a 
second domain part , wherein the second local part is 
generated by at least encoding the recipient identifier 
with the date identifier ; and 

assign the first transaction address to the sender and the 
second transaction address to the recipient . 

22. The apparatus of claim 21 , wherein the first local part 
is generated by further applying a first hashing function , 
wherein the second local part is generated by further apply 
ing a second hashing function . 

23. The apparatus of claim 21 , wherein the at least one 
non - transitory memory and the computer program code are 
configured to , with the at least one processor , cause the 
apparatus to : 

assign a transaction identifier to the correspondence 
request indication , wherein the sender identifier and the 
recipient identifier are associated with a transaction and 
valid for a transaction period . 

24. The apparatus of claim 23 , wherein the at least one 
non - transitory memory and the computer program code are 
configured to , with the at least one processor , cause the 
apparatus to further : 

receive a first message from the sender ; 
associate the first message from the sender with the first 

transaction address ; 
cause a first transmission of the first message to the 

recipient using the first transaction address , wherein the 
first transaction address and the second transaction 
address are associated with the transaction and valid for 
the transaction period ; and 

receive a transaction complete indication . 
25. The apparatus of claim 24 , wherein the transaction 

period is terminated at a predetermined time period follow 
ing receipt of the transaction complete indication . 

26. The apparatus of claim 24 , wherein the first message 
from the sender is associated with the second transaction 
address , wherein the at least one non - transitory memory and 
the computer program code are configured to , with the at 
least one processor , cause the apparatus to further associate 
the first message from the sender with a recipient address , 
wherein causing the first transmission of the first message 
from the sender to the recipient further comprises using the 
recipient address . 
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27. The apparatus of claim 24 , wherein the at least one 
non - transitory memory and the computer program code are 
configured to , with the at least one processor , cause the 
apparatus to further : 

receive a second message from the recipient ; 
associate the second message with the second transaction 

address ; and 
cause a second transmission of the second message to the 

sender using the second transaction address . 
28. The apparatus of claim 27 , wherein the second mes 

sage is associated with the first transaction address , wherein 
the at least one non - transitory memory and the computer 
program code are configured to , with the at least one 
processor , cause the apparatus to further associate the sec 
ond message with a sender address , wherein causing the 
second transmission of the second message to the sender is 
further based on the sender address . 

29. A computer program product for facilitating electronic 
correspondence between a sender and a recipient , the com 
puter program product comprising at least on non - transi 
tory computer readable storage medium having computer 
executable code portions stored therein , the computer 
executable code portions comprising program code instruc 
tions configured to : 

receive a correspondence request indication ; 
assign a sender identifier to the sender and a recipient 

identifier to the recipient ; 
generate a first transaction address , wherein the first 

transaction address comprises a first local part and a 
first domain part , wherein the first local part is gener 
ated by at least encoding the sender identifier with a 
date identifier ; 

generate a second transaction address , wherein the second 
transaction address comprises a second local part and a 
second domain part , wherein the second local part is 
generated by at least encoding the recipient identifier 
with the date identifier ; and 

assign the first transaction address to the sender and the 
second transaction address to the recipient . 

30. The computer program product of claim 29 , wherein 
the first local part is generated by further applying a first 
hashing function , wherein the second local part is generated 
by further applying a second hashing function . 

31. The computer program product of claim 29 , wherein 
the computer executable code portions comprise the pro 
gram code instructions configured to : 

assign a transaction identifier to the correspondence 
request indication , wherein the sender identifier and the 
recipient identifier are associated with a transaction and 
valid for a transaction period . 

32. The computer program product of claim 31 , wherein 
the computer executable code portions comprising the pro 
gram code instructions configured to further : 

receive a first message from the sender ; 
associate the first message from the sender with the first 

transaction address ; 
cause a first transmission of the first message to the 

recipient using the first transaction address , wherein the 
first transaction address and the second transaction 
address are associated with the transaction and valid for 
the transaction period ; and 

receive a transaction complete indication . 

33. A computer - implemented method for facilitating elec 
tronic correspondence between a sender and a recipient , 
comprising : 

receiving a correspondence request indication ; 
assigning a sender identifier to the sender and a recipient 

identifier to the recipient ; 
generating a first transaction address , wherein the first 

transaction address comprises a first local part and a 
first domain part , wherein the first local part is gener 
ated by at least encoding the sender identifier with a 
date identifier ; 

generating a second transaction address , wherein the 
second transaction address comprises a second local 
part and a second domain part , wherein the second local 
part is generated by at least encoding the recipient 
identifier with the date identifier ; and 

assigning the first transaction address to the sender and 
the second transaction address to the recipient . 

34. The computer - implemented method of claim 33 , 
wherein the first local part is generated by further applying 
a first hashing function , wherein the second local part is 
generated by further applying a second hashing function . 

35. The computer - implemented method of claim 33 , fur 
ther comprising : 

assigning a transaction identifier to the correspondence 
request indication , wherein the sender identifier and the 
recipient identifier are associated with a transaction and 
valid for a transaction period . 

36. The computer - implemented method of claim 35 , fur 
ther comprising : 

receiving a first message from the sender ; 
associating the first message from the sender with the first 

transaction address ; 
causing a first transmission of the first message to the 

recipient using the first transaction address , wherein the 
first transaction address and the second transaction 
address are associated with the transaction and valid for 
the transaction period ; and 

receiving a transaction complete indication . 
37. The computer - implemented method of claim 36 , 

wherein the transaction period is terminated at a predeter 
mined time period following receipt of the transaction 
complete indication . 

38. The computer - implemented method of claim 36 , 
wherein the first message from the sender is associated with 
the second transaction address , the computer - implemented 
method further comprising associating the first message 
from the sender with a recipient address , wherein causing 
the first transmission of the first message from the sender to 
the recipient is further based on the recipient address . 

39. The computer - implemented method of claim 36 , fur 
ther comprising : 

receiving a second message from the recipient ; 
associating the second message with the second transac 

tion address ; and 
causing a second transmission of the second message to 

the sender using the second transaction address . 
40. The computer - implemented method of claim 39 , 

wherein the second message is associated with the first 
transaction address , the computer - implemented method fur 
ther comprising associating the second message with a 
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sender address , wherein causing the second transmission of 
the second message to the sender is further based on the 
sender address . 

* 


